
Since over 200,000 years ago, modern day humans have made large evolutionary            
advances toward civilization. This could not be done without the development of each             
individual. But what is it that constitutes our development? Developmental psychology is a             1

scientific study that allows us to answer this question. It is the study of how and why human                  
beings change over the course of their life, by researching human’s physical, cognitive, and              
social development. Since the 19th century a major argument in this field has been whether               
human development is determined by the environment or a person's genetics. This is called the               
“Nature versus Nurture” debate. This debate has been approached primarily in two different             
ways. The “nature” argues capability is inborn, and “nurture” argues it can be acquired through               
experience. This paper examines how nurture is more influential than nature in determining one's              
life. The case for nurture invalidates justifications for inequalities in society, emphasizing            
society’s need to nurture the underprivileged. 

Are we all born with the same natural qualities? There are some qualities that we all                
have, such as enduring the survival of our species. Natural inborn human qualities are viewed as                
hardwired into our genetics or hormone-based. Innate behaviors in humans do not have to be               
learned. An example of this is reflex behaviors, which are seen mostly in children. When babies                
feed they do it instinctively to increase their chances of surviving . But besides basic life               2

functions, what makes one human is hard to scientifically define. We have a lot of characteristics                
that make us different, which are recognized as personality traits. In the field of psychology,               
there are five higher-order and widely accepted personality traits; neuroticism, extraversion,           
openness, agreeableness, and conscientiousness . Some consider humans are born with a variety            3

of characteristics which form a human nature . These characteristics include ways of thinking,             4

feeling, and acting. Human nature is loosely defined, because it is difficult to determine which of                
these traits are in fact natural. In the 1980s, Anthropologist Donald Brown surveyed hundreds of               
anthropological studies from around the world, and collected a set of human natures. He              5

identified approximately 150 such features, coming to the conclusion that there is indeed a              
"universal human nature". This argues that we are born naturally equal. However, it is hard to                
determine the extent to which these universals are biologically inherited behavior or if they are               
cultural. Despite similarities in human behavior there are also many differences. The behaviorist             
believes that the knowledge learned from experiences determines our behavior. In other words,             
behaviorism assumes “all behaviors are either reflexes produced by a response to certain stimuli              
in the environment, or a consequence of that individual's history” . Which argues that differences              6

are caused by an individual's contact with certain environments. So does the environment             
determine us? Or are we all born equal from the start? In the debate between nature and nurture,                  
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one does not exist without the other. Recent research suggests that there is a complex interaction                
between natural factors and environmental factors which determine human behavior . 7

To illustrate this interaction nature and nurture have on the development of an organism,              
we can use two seeds of genetically identical corn. One is placed in a temperate climate and one                  
in an arid climate. Both seeds are shaped from the start to grow because their biology is                 
programmed to do so. And while the average height of the two corn stalks may be genetically                 
determined to be equal, the one in the arid climate only grows to half the height of the one in the                     
temperate climate . This is due to lack of water and nutrients in its environment. Nurture became                8

the dominating factor in influencing the seeds success. 
Similar studies are conducted on humans through the Twin Studies . The studies are             9

conducted on identical or fraternal twins to reveal the importance of “nature and nurture”.              
Identical twins share essentially 100% of their genes, therefore “most differences between the             
twins ..(such as susceptibility to boredom, intelligence, depression, etc.) are due to experiences             
that one twin has but not the other twin”. Genetics play a large role as well, many traits being                   
hereditary. Modern twin studies have concluded that “almost all traits are in part influenced by               
genetic differences, with some characteristics showing a stronger influence (e.g. height), others            
an intermediate level (e.g. personality traits) and some more complex heritabilities”. The result             
of twin studies has been that the interaction between heritable traits and experience determine an               
individual's life. However one can also be more influential than the other. The twin studies               
indicate that “physical traits are least affected by environment, ability and achievement scores             
more, and personality and temperament most” . The twin studies help us identify that the              10

environment is arguably the leading cause for variation in character and behavior. Environment             
is a strong influencer of one’s ability, because it may nurture or permit certain behaviors. 

The corn study and the twin study have similar conclusions. In the corn study, both seeds                
contained the information necessary to function. They were both influenced by genetic factors.             
But only one survived because of it’s nurturing environment. Humans are born with similar              
potentials, primarily similar cognitive and physical characteristics. For twins, they share almost            
identical genetics. But factors that are determined by the environment such as social             
characteristics have the potential to govern a person's life. This was argued by Erik Erikson, who                
studied the psychological development of human beings. He wrote of an an epigenetic principle              
defining this development. Epigenetics studies the changes that affect gene activity and            
expression . Many of these results from environmental factors, such as stress, nutrition, and             11

health. Erikson’s theory stated that “we develop through an unfolding of our personality in              
predetermined stages, and that our environment and surrounding culture influence how we            
progress through these stages. This biological unfolding in relation to our socio-cultural settings             
is done in stages of psychosocial development, where progress through each stage is in part               
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determined by our success, or lack of success, in all the previous stages.” He entails that we                 12

have the ability to develop, but the way we do so depends on the environment. We may have a                   
faster or better developmental process if the environment is more nurturing. 

How does the environment affect us on a biological scale? When we are children, we are                
at a vulnerable stage in our development. The environment we come in contact with is mostly the                 
household we live in. We are developing social skills, which depend on the process by which we                 
learn to interact with others around us such as parents and family members. Stimuli from these                13

interactions is received by neurons, which send messages to other cells in the brain. These               
transmissions are known as synapses. As children, the brain creates more synapses than it needs.               
The synapses that are used a lot are strengthened and become a permanent part of the brain, those                  
not used frequently are eliminated. This explains why what children come in contact with at an                
early stage forms the foundation of their development. In a study conducted by Urie              14

Bronfenbrenner, the exchange of energy between the developing child and the persons and             
objects in their close settings is examined in terms of how it affects their development. His                
research concludes that “the more regular and positive these household interactions are, the             
better the child will perform academically and the less likely they will be to internalize               
problems”. It is important that children are provided with positive experiences so their biological              
development is nurtured. However, some households are more nurturing than others, which            
creates differences among children's development. 

Factors in a child's development can also expand beyond the household to larger social               
environments. And the variation in how nurturing these social environments are create            
inequalities. There are many societal influences that affect one's socioeconomic status. This            
status affects the way someone lives by ways of education, health, income, location, and more.               
The more nurturing these variables are to the individual, the easier the development. Location for               
example, which is largely determined by someone's economic status, affects development.           
Studies show that “residing in a low poverty neighborhood apply additional risk to health beyond               
other effects”. And this exists nationwide due to systems such as redlining. Redlining is the               
“systematic denial of various services to residents of specific, often racially associated,            
neighborhoods or communities ” Redlining creates separate neighborhoods and denies them          15

resources to develop and succeed. It is the result of discrimination based on ethnic and cultural                
groups in specific locations. This discrimination extends beyond areas of living, so when             
children grow up, they are still confronted with inequity. Inequalities also exist within schools              
and employment. Those with lower education may have a harder time finding employment, or              
have a lower income. Those same individuals may have worse health outcomes because they are               
not given the resources to prevent or care for them. They are not enabled to buy healthy,                 
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available foods which prevent illnesses . The relationship between these variables of income,            16

employment, health, and location is dynamic and reciprocal. Families become trapped in this             
cycle of poverty due to limited or no resources. This oppression extends hereditarily through              17

social reproduction , and the cycle is difficult to escape.  18

When having to work harder for similar successes, due to inescapable factors, an             
individual’s mental health is also challenged. These factors can cause an individual to be less               
physically capable of handling stress and heavy workloads than someone born into a wealthier              
environment. A recent study has shown the connection between childhood poverty and self             
harm. The research showed that “children who remained in the top 20 percent of the wealthiest                
families over their first 15 years of life were the least likely to harm themselves or commit                 
violent crime between the ages of 15 and 33. While those from families who remained in the                 
least affluent fifth of society were seven times more likely to harm themselves and 13 times more                 
likely to commit violent crimes as young adults.” Those residing in poverty result to self harm                19

and crime due to the negligence of their environment. A study conducted by Researchers at the                
University of Manchester had similar conclusions. The results found that “exposure to poverty             
can have an adverse impact on early child development as well as parental conflict and               
separation, harming children’s psychosocial development and well-being .” This same study          20

found that the amount of poor sleep among African-American executives is associated with             
“discrimination or microaggressions experienced in the workplace...or greater levels of          
neighborhood and home stress .” Individuals with background in poverty and prejudice           21

experience more stress. They are challenged to maintain health and safety. As a result, they are                
more susceptible to harming themselves or others. 

Many people are living in poverty by virtue of their socioeconomic inequalities, which             
exists due to segregations on many factors of identity. This includes religion, kinship, race,              
ethnicity, gender, age, sexual orientation, class, and more. When approaching inequality from a             
“nature” rather than “nurture” perspective, one could argue that those who do not have higher               
education or income haven't worked for it. They don't acquire the reason or motivation to do so.                 
Or from their disposition they are not qualified. The elites believe that they are successful               
entirely on the basis of merit. It may also be argued that inequalities exist today due to theories                  
such as natural selection. Perhaps humans with favorable traits are more likely to reproduce and               
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thrive. This could also be known as “survival of the fittest”. To argue in this way that people are                   
where they are due to natural circumstances serves as a justification for inequalities. Society does               
not exist the way it does because people are born “differently”. People are born into the                
differences that society creates and perpetuates. An individual's socioeconomic status overcomes           
factors of nature and is a product of how nurtured someone is. This status ultimately affects ones                 
development. 

Knowing this, what can we do as a society to end inequalities? We should globally shift                
our way of thinking about inequality and poverty. We should recognize that no human is born                
inferior to another. We should be born free and equal in dignity and rights. This is not happening                  
today. People are considered to be secondary to another based on factors of identity, which               
influences the way they are able to navigate the world. We should not deny any rights due to                  
factors of identity. The underprivileged should be nurtured in these basic human rights of              
income, education, health care, freedom of speech, political representation, and participation.           
Systems should be put in place to do so, and old systems that fashion inequalities should be                 
broken down. As individuals, we should not use “natural” as an excuse for problems. And               
instead, be conscious of the affect different types of nurture has on people so we can take the                  
initiative.  
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